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The higher education sector is accelerating at an
unprecedented rate. These changes are the
results of recent ups and downs in the sector
itself, or even adjacent sectors, such as finance
and retail.
Sometimes, risks become crisis because
institutions are not always prepared for all kinds
of risks. Other times, risks are indentified,
studied and institutions are well prepared for it,
in which case risks are dealt with smoothly and
scenario of crisis management doesn't come up.
As we all know very well, the reach of digital
space and social media is increasing day and
night which makes the reputation of any
institution or organisation highly vulnerable
within seconds. Which brings us to the main
topic of this article; the Enterprise Approach (or
business perspective) for risks facing higher
education?

Universities / institutions have the responsibility
to provide security and various career
opportunities apart from education and degree.
As competition and demand increases every
institution faces the challenge 'what is different
or extra that you will be offering? Why should
we choose you?' Which makes it even more
important to provide as much as institution can,
apart from education?
The risks aspects that have to be managed by
HE institutions are various in terms of its
implications from the aspects of service
providers as well as the beneficiaries. There are
many stakeholders which make it mandatory to
make sure no mistake is made at any point.
Universities and HE institutions have to deal
with several aspects such as laws and
regulations, protection of data and privacy,
corporate aspects and consumer protection
regulations.

The conclusion of the outlook for risks
related to colleges and Universities is that
risks will continue to increase in type and
number in the near future. We have
reached out to various Universities/
institutions based in Gujarat, to really
understand the perspective we will be
talking about here. Our intention is to
explore the factors in HE sector of
Gujarat, making you aware about it, to
help you realise how important risk
management is and how can you do it.
Risks Management can be done with a
method which is formed with five steps:
Ÿ Identifying Risks
Ÿ Analyzing Risks and its impacts in

various scenarios
Ÿ Creating a risk management plan
Ÿ Implementing the plan
Ÿ Reviewing the plan regularly and
making needed upgrades
Risks Categorised
Risks can be classified in various
categories; we will start with the most
important one for enterprise approach
which is Financial Risks.

Financial Risks are not limited to higher
education sector and we all know that.
Every organisation, University / institution
and individual faces financial risks.
Keeping in mind the economy of India and
developing interest of businessmen/women
in higher education sector, we can say that
education is as much of a business option
as real estate.
An organisation or institution faces
financial risks at every point in their path.
When they are established the challenge is
to convince the members of cooperatives
contributing, investors and assure them
the sustenance. In our country- for
recurrent expenses, the self-finance
college remains dependent on fees; capital
expenses are met with grants, donations
and soft loans. Loans are then paid back
after achieving breakeven point. After
establishment, to sustain, survive the
immense competition in the industry is not
easier either.
From economical angle, the rising tuition
dependency, alternatives such as online
education, short term certificate courses,
distance learing affect government/
private university/ institution's enrolment
rates.

In India, the most unfortunate scenario in
higher education sector is the corruption,
nepotism and most importantly
maladministration. All these affect the quality
of education as well as accessibility for
everyone. Not to forget, the cast- reservation
and donation systems which are more of an
implicit factor in society. It causes unfair
discrimination and many students end up getting
into fields they don't want to be in, because
reservation or such other issue occurred and
despite higher merit they couldn't get the
admission.
Although, honorary CEO of the Galbabhai
Nanjibhai Charitable Trust which has
established the Banas Medical College of
Palanpur, Dr Viren Doshi says“Higher professional education is central
subject and central government has done well to
improve governance.”

As any other country, Indian students take loans
for higher education and many don't get the
privilege of higher education due to lack of
affordability.
Rs 93,847.64 core is the new education budget
for 2019, 10 percent rise from last year.
(Source: www.indiatoday.com )
A total of Rs 93,847.64 crore has been allotted
for both the schools and higher educational
institutions by the Budget 2019.
Although, unemployment issue is not absent.
After all the expenses made for education and
higher education, lack of employment creates
imbalance in economy on holistic level.
There are number of other categories of risks
such as reputational, statutory, sustenance,
security.

Reputational Risks are important these
days because the acceleration rate of
digital space expansion, digital reach
expansion and globalization is increasing
day by day. Matters like activities on
campus to protection of student's affects
reputation. Ragging, harassment of any
sorts, student activism violence and such
incidents result in crisis for reputation of
the institution/ university. University /
Institution have to take as many
precautions as possible to avoid such
situations.
Indian constitution has many laws/
policies for education for citizens. Thus,
higher education institutions face
Statutory Risks as well. They have to
comply with all the laws and policies.
Violation of any can result into reputation
crisis as well as existential crisis.
Once an institution is established it is
another challenge to continue existing. It
is the era of immense competition in every

field. The university has to make sure they
offer best possible quality education and
extra attractive aspects such as practical
training high tech labs, digital space
presence, overall mentoring and nurturing,
good campus, infrastructure, a healthy
environment and the list goes on. If it fails
to offer better and attract student it
becomes vulnerable from the perspective
of sustenance. The competition of market
here is symbolic for Sustenance Risk.
As mentioned before, the cyber evolution's
acceleration speed is increasing every
single day. In such situation, the cons also
increase along with the pros of it. The
Cyber Security Risks becomes very
delicate matter for every data holder on
digital space. The protection of student's
personal data, other administrative
records etc are to be protected with
firewalls to avoid getting exploited
through weaknesses by hackers and their
malintended actions.

Abstract:
HE institutions are facing immense
competition in the era of globalization
where digitization holds the key to either
make or break the brand reputation.
Universities/ Institutions are continually
dealing with the challenge of complying
with a wide and expanding body of laws
and regulations, including privacy and
data protection laws. The risk factors that
must be managed are varied because of
the significant number of constituents,
including students and family members,
faculty, board members, governmental

bodies, accreditation units, alumni and
others. There are number of other
categories of risks such as reputational,
statutory, sustenance, security. The
significance of the risk management in
education systems is pointed out in this
article, with a special review of the risk
management at higher education
institutions.

(For preparing this knowledge paper we have conducted interview with Dr Pushpa
Motiyani, Professor & Head, Peace Research Centre & Dept. of Gandhian Philosophy,
Gujarat Vidyapith and Dr Viren Doshi, Banas Medical College of Palanpur)
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